
For the period ending: March,  2017

LTV 5-Year 7-Year 10-Year 20-Year
< 50% 150 145 145 155
60% 170 160 160 170
65% 180 170 170 180
70% 200 185 185 195
75% 235 205 205 215

* 20-year priced over the 12-year treasury and fully amortizing.

LTV 5-Year 7-Year 10-Year 20-Year
< 50% -10 -10 -10 -10
60% -10 -10 -10 -10
65% -10 -10 -10 -10
70% -10 -10 -10 -10
75% -10 -10 -10 -10

* 20-year priced over the 12-year treasury and fully amortizing.

Indice Current Change % CHG
1-Month LIBOR 0.98% 0.19% 24.1%
3-Month LIBOR 1.15% 0.09% 8.5%
5-Year Treasury 1.92% -0.01% -0.5%
7-Year Treasury 2.21% -0.02% -0.9%
10-Year Treasury 2.39% 0.00% 0.0%
30-Year Treasury 3.00% 0.00% 0.0%
10-Year Swap 2.38% 0.02% 0.8%
Dow J 20,663 (149.0)      -0.7%
NASDAQ 5,912 86.3          1.5%
S&P 500 2,363 (0.9)           0.0%
Gold 1,252 (2.30)         -0.2%

U.S. Property Fundamentals - Key Indicators Crude Oil 50.85 (3.16)         -5.9%
as of Q4 2016 Source: WSJ.com; bankrate.com; ycharts.com

12 Mo. Change Current / Hist. Avg. 12 Mo. Change Current / Hist. Avg. 12 Mo. Change Current / Hist. Avg.
Vacancy Rate 0.6% 5.7% / 5.9% -0.4% 10.4% / 11.2% -0.5% 5.3% / 6.6%

Net Absorption 124,945 121,336 82,312 74,794 86,484 109,460 Term Source LTV Spread Change
Net Deliveries 200,342 133,149 58,942 98,429 52,110 110,896 10-Year CMBS < 75% S+240 -10

Rent Growth 2.30% 2.10% 3.20% 1.50% 2.60% 1.10% 7-Year Agency * 65% 228 0
Sales ($ millions) $135,308 $58,163 $122,184 $74,522 $44,942 $30,183 7-Year Agency * 75% 248 0

10-Year Agency * 65% 233 1
10-Year Agency * 80% 253 1

12 Mo. Change Current / Hist. Avg. 12 Mo. Change Current / Hist. Avg. YTD 12-Year Agency * 75% 257 0
Vacancy Rate -0.5% 7.0% / 10.2% -0.6% 3.3% / 5.8% Occ. Growth 0.1% 15-Year Agency * 75% 260 -4

Net Absorption 177,332 100,873 43,698 33,970 RevPAR 3.2% Mezz Various 85% 600-1000 NC
Net Deliveries 164,147 107,630 10,924 32,396 Supply Growth 1.6%

Rent Growth 6.40% 1.50% 7.30% 2.20% ADR Growth 3.1%
Sales ($ MM) $18,131 $9,913 $14,878 $9,970 Sales ($ MM) $29,100

Source: Costar (Apartments, Office, Retail, Logistics, Light Industrial) JLL (Lodging)
"Hist. Avg." vacancy is over the last 10-years.

Market Briefs / Activity Type Rating Spread Change % CHG
Corp. AAA T+76 -2.0 -2.56%
Corp. AA T+81 -2.0 -2.41%
Corp. A T+100 -2.0 -1.96%
Corp. BBB T+151 -2.0 -1.31%
Corp. BB T+257 6.0 2.39%
CMBS AAA T+97.67 2.00 2.04%
CMBS AA T+149.67 4.00 2.70%
CMBS A T+193.67 -17.00 -7.98%
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Public Benchmarks / Monthly Change

Other CML Spreads / Monthly Change

CorAmerica CML Spreads / Current

* Indicative spreads before pricing waivers.  Agency pricing can be significantly tighter for 
uncapped business specific to "green" loans or a transaction with rents that are sub 60% 
of the area median income.  In additional, Fannie will also grant pricing waivers.  A 
general range of 180-220 bps is considered typical.

- Eight Executives & Economists Offer Investment Advice for 2017. Despite rising interest rates and a slowdown in price growth on
commercial real estate assets, there are still opportunities in the market for astute investors.  Read More…
- Price Growth on Commercial Assets Is Showing Signs of Petering Out. Price increases for U.S. commercial real estate assets have
started to moderate in recent  months, perhaps as a result of the expectation of rising interest rates.  Read More…
- Another year of Healthy Liquidity on Tap for CRE. A recent survey of investors conducted by CBRE indicated that a lack of liquidity
in the commercial real estate market should not be a concern. Last year, $895 billion of capital poured into commercial real estate
globally. While that was down 9% from 2015, it was still the second highest yearly volume for the sector since 2007, when just more
than $1 trillion poured in.  Read More…

Source: Bloomberg Corporate Bond Index; Wells Fargo pre risk-retention CMBS, 
secondary market spreads.  CMBS spreads are shown net of the swap spread, which was -
2.3 bps on 3/31.

Monthly Commentary

Outside Market / Monthly Change

CorAmerica CML Spreads / Monthly Change

LodgingLight IndustrialLogistics

Apartments Office Retail

The Mortgage Bankers Association recently released their Fourth Quarter 2016 Commercial/Multifamily Mortgage Debt Outstanding
report, showing that the amount of commercial and multifamily mortgage debt outstanding is now $2.96 trillion, and continued to
grow in the fourth quarter of 2016 as three of the four major investor groups increased their holdings. Between December 2015
and December 2016, commercial banks and thrifts saw the largest increase in dollar terms in their holdings of
commercial/multifamily mortgage debt - an increase of $115 billion, or 11 percent. Life insurance companies increased their
holdings by $26 billion, or 6.8%.  CMBS, CDO and other ABS issues decreased over the course of the year by approximately 11%.

There are several life company lenders taking a risk off approach to their CML investment strategy that are willing to price certain
transactions very aggressively. Several competition notes came in this month with the low end of the market represented by a
spread of 115 bps for a 15-year fully amortizing loan structure on a low leverage multifamily property in the Pacific Northwest.
Other low leverage deals were priced in the range of 130-140 bps, and those quotes often included a flexible prepayment structure
as opposed to yield maintenance. Interest only is readily available at 65% LTV or less for multifamily loans. Competition increases
dramatically for loan amounts over $20 million. With the exception of a 24% increase in the 1-month LIBOR, the yield curve
remained relatively unchanged over the prior month. Coupon rates for long term, fixed rate commercial mortgage loans range from
3.75%-4.50%.   

March was the most active month YTD for new issuance, as 5 bank-issued conduits priced totaling $4.86b, bringing the YTD total to
roughly $8.7b (across 9 deals so far). In addition, LoneStar also priced their own conduit ($758mm) but it seems like dealers are not
considering that a “conduit” for issuance calculation purposes. Two CRE CLOs also priced ($931mm) and while no fixed rate SASB
deals priced, two floating rate SASB deals priced ($1.2b), of which $1b was backed by the Willis Tower in Chicago. In the conduit
space, we saw our first deals with a full horizontal RR piece (JP5 and JPMDB C5), one of which was purchased by LNR and the other
by Barings. It still is not clear whether the market is differentiating deals by the type of RR structure, as pricing differentials to date
seem more driven by generic spread conditions, collateral opinions and perceived liquidity. The strongest print of the month was
the GS deal, which priced at or through the BNK3 deal at all tranches except AA-. Away from the LoneStar deal, the new issue AAA
LCF bonds priced in a range of S+88 to S+98 with the BBB’s ranging from S+315 to S+365 (AA- ranged from S+120-140 and A- ranged
from S+150-180). In secondary, we ended the month generally 3-5bps wider across the stack except for A-, which seemed closer to
flat. The big retail news of the month was the announcement of the JCP store closures, which ended up having a pretty muted effect
on CMBS, as only 13 deals were impacted by 11 closures, with only 3 of those malls impacting post crisis deals.  

Commercial Real Estate
Monthly Recap
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